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1. Introduction. If pi'p? • • ■ pZ" is the prime power decomposition of an

integer v, and we define the arithmetic function n(v) by

n(v) = mm(pi , pi, • • • , pu) — 1

then it is known, MacNeish [16] and Mann [17] that there exists a set of at

least n(v) mutually orthogonal Latin squares (m.o.l.s.) of order v. It seemed

plausible that n(v) is also the maximum possible number of m.o.l.s. of order v.

This would have implied the correctness of Euler's [13] conjecture about the

nonexistence of two orthogonal Latin squares of order v when v = 2 (mod 4),

since n(v) = 1 in this case. If we denote by N(v) the maximum possible number

of mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order v, then Parker [18] showed that

in certain cases N(v) >n(v) by proving that if there exists a balanced incom-

plete block (BIB) design with v treatments, X = 1, and block size k which is a

prime power then N(v)^k — 2. This result cast a doubt on the validity of

Euler's conjecture. In this paper we generalize Parker's method of construct-

ing m.o.l.s., by showing that a very general class of designs, which we have

called pairwise balanced designs of index unity, can be used for the construc-

tion of sets of m.o.l.s. Various applications of this method have been made.

In particular we show that Euler's conjecture is false for an infinity of values

of v, including all values of the form 36w + 22. We also provide a table for all

values of i>sS150, for which our methods enable us to show that N(v) >n(v).

The smallest number for which we have been able to demonstrate the falsity

of Euler's conjecture is 22. Two orthogonal squares of order 22 constructed

by our method are given in the Appendix. Several attempts, necessarily

erroneous, have been made in the past to prove Euler's conjecture, e.g.,

Peterson  [19], Wernicke  [20] and MacNeish  [16]. Levi [14, p. 14] points
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out the inadmissibility of the argument used by Peterson and MacNeish.

Wernicke's argument was shown to be fallacious by MacNeish [15].

2. Orthogonal Latin squares and orthogonal arrays. A Latin square of

order v may be defined as an arrangement of v symbols, say 1, 2, • • • , v

in a vXv square such that each symbol occurs once in every row and every

column. Two Latin squares are said to be orthogonal, when if they are super-

posed each symbol of the first square occurs just once with each symbol of

the second square. A set of mutually orthogonal Latin squares (m.o.l.s.) is

a set of Latin squares any two of which are orthogonal.

Defining N(v) and 77(7;) as in the introduction, we have already referred to

the MacNeish-Mann theorem viz. N(v)^n(v). We shall now give a useful

lemma which generalizes this result.

Lemma 1. If v = vyv2 ■ ■ ■ vu then N(v) ^min(N(vf), N(v2), • • ■ , N(vf)).

We shall derive this lemma from a general result on orthogonal arrays

due to Bush and one of the authors [5; 10]. Let us consider a matrix A = (<2,y),

where each a,j represents one of the symbols 1, 2, • • • , v, with m=\vt

columns and r rows. Consider all t rowed submatrices which can be formed

from A by choosing t rows, tSr. Each column of the submatrix can be re-

garded as an ordered t-plet. The matrix A is called an orthogonal array

(777, r, v, t) of size 777, r constraints, v levels, strength t and index X; if each t

rowed submatrix which can be formed from A contains every one of the v'

possible ordered /-plets each repeated X times. If f(m, v, t) denotes the maxi-

mum number of constraints for given m, v and t, then the following theorem is

known [5; 10].

Theorem. If m{ is divisible by v\ for i= 1, 2, • • - , u, then

f(mim2 ■ ■ ■ mu, Viv2 • • • vu, I) ^ min(ri, r2, • • • , rf)

where ri=f(m,, »,-, t).

Now it is known [ll] that an orthogonal array (v2, q, v, 2) of strength 2

and index unity is equivalent to the existence of a set of q — 2 m.o.l.s. of order

v, which may be obtained from this array by using two of the rows for co-

ordinatization. Conversely the array can be obtained from the squares. Hence

f(v2, v, 2)=N(v)+2. The required lemma follows by taking mi = v2, t = 2 in

the theorem.

The MacNeish-Mann theorem follows from the lemma by taking

Vi = p"{, 7 = 1, 2, ■ • • , u. It N(v) had always been equal to n(v) the lemma

would add nothing new. However this is not the case. For example it will be

shown in §5, that 7V(21)^4. It follows from the lemma that iV(105)

^min(iV(21), iV(5)) ̂ 4 whereas 77(105) =min(3, 5, 7) — 1 = 2.

3. Pairwise balanced designs of index unity. An arrangement of v objects

(called treatments) in b sets (called blocks) will be called a pairwise balanced
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design of index unity and type (v; ki, k2, ■ ■ ■ , km) if each block contains either

ki, k2, ■ • ■ or km treatments which are all distinct (kt^v, ki^kf), and every

pair of distinct treatments occurs in exactly one block of the design. If the

number of blocks containing kt treatments is &,-, then clearly

m m

(3.1) b= £>,-,        v(v - 1) = T, hMh ~ 1).
i=l •'—1

Consider a pairwise balanced design (£) of index unity and type

(v; ki, k2, • ■ • , km). The subdesign (Df) formed by the blocks of size ki will be

called the ith equiblock component of (£), * = 1, 2, • • • , m.

A subset of blocks belonging to any equiblock component (Df) will be

said to be of type I if every treatment occurs in the subset exactly k{ times.

The number of blocks in such a subset is clearly v. As noted by Levi using

Konig's theorem on the decomposition of even regular graphs [14, pp. 4-6],

we can rearrange the treatments within the blocks of the subset in such a

way that every treatment comes in each position exactly once. If the v

blocks of the subset are written out as columns, each treatment occurs

exactly once in every row. When so written out the blocks will be said to be

in the standard form.

A subset of blocks belonging to any equiblock component (Df) will be

said to be of type II if every treatment occurs in the subset exactly once. The

number of blocks in such a subset is v/ki.

The component (Df) will be defined to be separable if the blocks can be

divided into subsets of type I or type II (both types may occur in (Df) at

the same time). Let r, be the number of subsets of type I and st the number

of subsets of type II in (Df), then clearly

(3.2) v(rtki+ si) = kibi.

The design (D) is defined to be separable if each equiblock component

(Di) is separable. It follows from (3.1) that

m

(3.3) v - 1 = £ (nh + si)(ki - 1).
i=l

4. Main theorem. We shall first prove the following:

Lemma 2. Suppose there exists a set 2 of q—1 m.o.l.s. of order k, then we

can construct a qXk(k — l) matrix P, whose elements are the symbols 1, 2, ■ ■ • ,k

and such that (i) any ordered pair (i,j), ip^j occurs as a column exactly once

in any two rowed submatrix of P, (ii) £ can be subdivided into k — l submatrices

Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ , Pk-i of order qXk such that in each row of Pc, lgcsSfc —1, each

of the symbols 1,2, • ■ ■ ,k occurs exactly once.

Proof. It has been shown in [9] that matrix £ with the property (i) can

be obtained in the following manner. Without loss of generality we can take
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the set 2 in a form in which the first row of each Latin square contains the

symbols 1,2, • • • , k in that order and prefix to the set S a square containing

the symbol i in each position in the 7th column. If we then write the elements

of each square in a single row such that the symbol in the 7th row and jth

column occupies the 77th position in the row where n = k(i—l)+j, and from

the resulting qXk2 matrix we delete the first k columns, we get the matrix P.

If Pc is the submatrix of P formed by thecolumns k(c— l)+j, j= 1, 2, • • • , k,

then the property (ii) follows from the fact that each of the symbols

1, 2, • • • , k appears exactly once in any given row of a Latin square belong-

ing to 2.

Let 7 be a column of k distinct treatments chosen from the set ti,h, ■ • ■ ,tv

then following the notation used in [9], we shall denote by P(y), the

qXk(k — 1) matrix obtained from P on replacing the symbol i by the treat-

ment occurring in the 7th position in y. A similar meaning will be assigned to

P,(y) and irCj(y) where 7rCJ- denotes the jth column of Pc.

Clearly every treatment of y occurs once in every row of Pc(y), c = l, 2,

■ • ■ , k — 1, and if ta and 4 are any two treatments of y then the ordered pair

(ta, tf) occurs as a column exactly once in any two rowed submatrix of P(y).

Theorem 1. Let there exist a pairwise balanced design (D) of index unity

and type (v; hi, k2, • • - , km) and suppose there exist g,-—1 m.o.l.s. of order k,. If

q = min(qu q2, • ■ ■ , qm)

then there exist at least q — 2 m.o.l.s. of order v. If the design (D) is separable

then the number of m.o.l.s. of order v is at least q — 1.

Proof. The first part of the theorem was proved in [9]. However in order

to prove the second part it will be necessary to reproduce this proof with

slightly altered notation. Let the treatments of the design be h, <2, • ■ • , tv,

and let the blocks of the design (written out as columns) belonging to the

equiblock component (D/) he 8a, 5,-2, • • • , bib( (7 = 1, 2, ■ • • , m). We now

define the k,Xbi matrix £>,- by

Di = [5,i, C"j2, • • • , 5,6,.].

Let Pi he the matrix of order qiXki(ki— 1) defined in Lemma 2, the ele-

ments of P, being the symbols 1, 2, • • • , kt. Let Pic, c = l, 2, • ■ ■ , ki — 1 be

the submatrices of P,-, such that each row of Pic contains the symbols

1,2, • • •, ki exactly once and let 7r icj be the jth column of Pie, j = l, 2, • • ■ ,kt.

Let Pi(biu), u = 1, 2, • • • , bi, be the matrix obtained from P,- and §,-„, and let

PiiD%) = [PM, PM, ■■-, PiiSibi)].

Then PiiD/) is of order g,XM.(&» — 1). If ta and th are any two treatments

occurring in the same block of (D,-), then the ordered pair ita, tf) occurs

exactly once as a column in any two rowed submatrix of PiiD/). Let A,- be

the matrix obtained from P,(-D,) by retaining only the first q rows, and let
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A = [Ai, A2, ■ ■ ■ , Am].

Then from (3.1), A is of order qXv(v— 1), and it follows from the properties

of the design that any two rowed submatrix of A contains as a column each

ordered pair of two distinct treatments chosen from ti, t2, • ■ ■ , tv exactly

once. This property of A will be referred to as the property r2.

Let Ao be a qXv matrix whose ith column contains ti in every position

(i=l, 2, ■ • ■ , v). Then from [ll] the matrix [A0, A] is an orthogonal array

[v2, q, v, 2] of order v2, q constraints, v levels and strength 2. Using two rows to

coordinatize we get a set of q — 2 m.o.l.s. which proves the first part of the

theorem.

To prove the second part of our theorem we shall introduce the concept

"column equivalence." Two matrices A and B will be called column equiva-

lent if they can be obtained from each other by a rearrangement of columns.

This relation will be denoted by A^B.

Suppose now that the design (D) is separable. Let (Dn), • • • , (Diri) be

the subsets of type I, and (D*f), • • • , (Dfs.) he the subsets of type II into

which the blocks of (Di) are divisible, the blocks of subsets of type I being

written in the standard form. We shall show that after a rearrangement of

columns, A can be divided into submatrices of order qXv, possessing the

property ti that each row contains each of the treatments h, t2, • • ■ , tv

exactly once. Now

Pi(Dif) ~ [ • • • , irid(Dif), ■ ■ ■],        c = 1, 2, • • • , kt - 1, j = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k>.

Since 7r ,-„•(£;/), f=l, 2, • • ■ , r,-, clearly possesses the property T\, £,(£,/)

is divisible (up to a rearrangement of columns) into kfki— 1) submatrices

each having the property t\.

Again

Pi(D*f) ~ [ • • • , Pic(D*g), ■ • ■],   c=l,2,---,ki-l.

Since £,-„(£<*), g = 1, 2, • • • , s,-, possesses the property Ti, £,-(£1*) is divisible

(up to a rearrangement of columns) into ki— 1 submatrices each with the

property n. Since

Pi(Di) = [Pi(Dn), ■■■, Pi(Diri), Pi(D*i), ■■-, £,(£*,)]

and since the property ti remains unchanged by deletion of rows it follows

from (3.3) that after a rearrangement of columns A can be divided into v — 1

submatrices A(1), A(2>, • • • , A(t,-1) each with the property Ti. It should also

be noted that the property t2 of A remains unchanged by reordering the col-

umns. It follows that if a[ denotes a lXv row vector each elenent of which is

ti, the matrix

Vai ,     ai,    • • ■ , ai-i   "1

LAo,     A»>, • • • , A^-»J
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is an orthogonal array [v2, q + 1, v, 2] of order v2, q + 1 constraints, v levels and

strength 2, and can therefore be used to construct a set of q — 1 m.o.l.s. of

order v.

5. Use of balanced incomplete block designs for obtaining sets of mu-

tually orthogonal Latin squares. A balanced incomplete block (BIB) design

with parameters v, b, r, ft, X is an arrangement of v objects or treatments into

b sets or blocks such that (i) each block contains k<v different treatments,

(ii) each treatment occurs in r different blocks, (iii) each pair of treatments

occurs together in exactly X blocks. The parameters satisfy the relations

\(v - 1) = r(k - 1),        bk = vr,        b ^ v.

These conditions are necessary but not sufficient for the existence of a BIB

design. BIB designs were first introduced into statistical studies by Yates

[2l], but occur in earlier literature in connection with various combinatorial

problems. Subsequent to Yates many authors have dealt with the problem

of constructing these designs. Without attempting a complete bibliography

we shall only refer to [2]. A BIB design is said to be symmetrical if v = b,

and in consequence k=r. A BIB design is said to be resolvable [3] if the

blocks can be divided into sets, such that the blocks of any given set contain

each treatment exactly once.

A BIB design with X = 1 is clearly a pairwise balanced design of index unity

and type (v; k). We shall denote such a design by BIB (v; k). It is evident

that a symmetric or a resolvable BIB design is separable, since in the first

case the blocks constitute a single set of type I, and in the second case the

blocks can be divided into r subsets of type II. From Theorem 1 we have

Theorem 2. If there exists a BIB design with v treatments, block size k and

\ = 1, then N(v)^N(k)-l. If the BIB design is separable N(v)tN(k).

When k is a prime power N(k) =k — 1, hence we have Parker's theorem

[18] mentioned in the introduction which asserts that N(v)^k — 2, when k

is a prime power. This result can be improved by unity when the design is

separable.

Theorem 3. N(v)}zN(k) in the following cases:

(i) tj = s2+5 + 1, ft = s + l, where s is a prime power,

(ii) v = si + l, ft = 5 + l, where s is a prime power,

(iii) v = s(s-l)/2, k = s/2=2m-\ m^2.

Proof. Part (i) follows from Theorem 2, since there exists a symmetrical

BIB design with parameters v = b=s2 + s + l, r = ft = 5 + l, X = l when 5 is a

prime power [2, p. 364]. The existence of the design is equivalent to the exist-

ence of a projective plane PG(2, 5) of order 5.

Example (1). If 5 = 4, N(k) = N(5) =4. Hence there exist at least 4 m.o.l.s.

of order 21. The MacNeish-Mann result only assures the existence of 2

orthogonal Latin squares.
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Example (2). If 5 is a Mersenne prime >3 then k = s+l=2p and N(k)

= 2p-l. Hence N(s2+s + l) ^s, whereas n(s2+s+l)=2, e.g., if we take

5 = 31 then A7(993)^31, w(993)=2.
Example (3). If 5 = 49, & = 50. Parker's theorem is inapplicable. It is

shown in §6, Example (7), that N(5Q) £5. Hence N(492+49 + l) ^5 whereas

«(492+49 + l)=2.

Part (ii) follows from the existence of the series of resolvable BIB designs

v = s3 + 1,        b = s2(s2 -5+1),        r = s2,        k = s + 1,        X = 1,

which has been proved in [6].

Example (4). Let v = 3V>+l =25-72-19 = 29792, k = 32 = 2K Hence N(v)

^31 whereas n(v) = 18.

To prove part (iii) we shall establish the existence of a series of resolvable

BIB designs with parameters

(5.1)    v = s(s - l)/2,    b = s2 - 1,   r = s + 1,    k = s/2 = 2m~\   X = 1.

Consider the finite projective plane PG(2, 2m), and take a nondegenerate

conic C on this plane, e.g., the conic

xz = y2.

We know [4, p. 158] that there are s + 1 points £1, £2, • • • , £„+i on this

conic, where 5 = 2m. Through any point £,- = (x', y', z') on the conic there will

pass 5 + 1 lines 5 of which meet the conic in the other 5 points on the conic,

and the remaining line z'x+x'z = 0, meets the conic in the single point Pi.

This may be called a tangent to the conic at £,-. The 5+1 tangents to the

conic all pass through the point £o = (0, 1, 0) which may be called the pole

of the conic. The 52+5 + l lines of the plane may be divided into three classes:

(a) The s(5 + l)/2 intersectors each of which meets the conic in 2 points but

does not pass through £0; (b) The 5 + 1 tangents each of which meets the

conic in one point and passes through £0; (c) The 5(5 —1)/2 nonintersectors

which do not meet the conic and hence do not pass through £0. Let the

52 — 1 points of the plane other than £0 and the points of the conic be called

retained points. Consider the configuration of the retained points and non-

intersectors. If the retained points are called blocks, and the nonintersectors

are called treatments, and if treatment is considered to belong to a block if

the corresponding line and point are incident then we get the design (5.1).

This follows from the fact that on each nonintersector there lie 5 + 1 points.

This gives r = 5 + l. Also through each retained point £ there passes one tan-

gent, viz. ££0. If the point of contact of this tangent is £,- then the other 5

points on the conic lie two by two on 5/2 intersectors through P. Hence there

pass 5/2 nonintersectors through P. This gives k = s/2. That X = l follows

from the fact that any two nonintersectors meet in one and only one point

which is a retained point.

Next we have to prove that the design is resolvable, i.e., the blocks
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can be separated in groups. We have to find sets of 5 — 1 blocks which contain

each treatment exactly once, i.e., sets of 5 — 1 retained points such that each

nonintersector passes through one and only one point of the set. The 5 — 1

retained points on any intersector or tangent provide such a set. Finally we

have to choose a set of 5 + 1 intersectors or tangents which contain between

them all the retained points. Such a set is provided by the 5 + 1 tangents, or

the 5 + 1 lines through any point on the conic. This proves the resolvability

of the design.

Example (5). Parker leaves undecided the question whether there are an

infinity of values of v lor which N(v) >n(v). This question is decided in the

affirmative by part (iii) of our theorem, since if we take m = 2n, then N(v)

^N(2m^)=22n-1-l.Alsov = 22n-1(2" + l)(2n-l).Uencen(v)S2n-2<N(v).

For example, let 777=4, then v= 120, ft = 8, iV(120)^iV(ft) = 7, »(120)
= 77(8-5-3)=2.

If from a BIB design with v treatments, block size ft and X= 1, we omit

xSk treatments belonging to any block, we obviously get a pairwise balanced

design of index unity and type (v — x; ft, ft — 1, ft — x). Applying Theorem 1, we

get

Theorem 4. Existence of a BIB design with v treatments, block size ft and

X = 1, implies that

N(v - x) ^ min (N(k), N(k - 1), N(k - x)) - 1

if x S ft.

Example (6). Consider the symmetrical BIB design v = b = s2+s + l>

r = k = s + l, X = l, when 5 = 16. If we take x = 6, 8 and 9 respectively, we ob-

tain 7V(267)^9, iV(265)^7, iV(264)^6, whereas 77(267) = 2, tj(265)=4,

»(264)=2.
6. The falsity of Euler's conjecture regarding the nonexistence of two

orthogonal Latin squares of order v = 2 (mod 4), and the method of adjunc-

tion of treatments.

Lemma 3. There exists a resolvable series of BIB designs with parameters

(6.1) v* = 24m + 15, b* = (8m + 5)(12m + 7), r* = 12m + 7, ft* = 3, X* = 1.

Proof. The existence of the design is equivalent to a solution of the Kirk-

man school girl problem for triplets with n = 24m + lS girls. There is an ex-

tensive literature on this problem and a complete bibliography of all work up

to 1911 is given in [12], and an excellent summary of the known results is

contained in [l, Chapter X, pp. 267-298]. The problem is solvable for all

values of 77 of the form 6t + 3. The special case required by us is t = 4m + 2.

The girls can be considered as the treatments of (6.1), triplets as blocks, and

each day's walk as a complete replication.
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In the special case when 12m + 7 is a prime power, an analytical solution

can be given as follows. We first prove

Lemma 4. If x is a primitive element of the Galois field GF(12m + 7), where

12m+ 7 is a prime power, then there exist odd integers q and a such that

xq _ rxa + Y)/(x« — 1).

Proof. The lemma is proved by considering the (1, 1) correspondence

y=(z+ l)/(z - 1)

between the elements of GF(12m + 7), augmented by infinity. The correspond-

ence is an involution and it is easily shown that there must exist a pair of

corresponding odd powers of x.

To each element u of the field GF(12w + 7) let there correspond two treat-

ments Ui and Ui. To the 24?w + 14 treatments thus obtained adjoin the treat-

ment oo. The existence and resolvability of the design can now be proved by

using the second fundamental theorem of the method of differences developed

in [2]. Consider the set of 8w+5 initial blocks

Ii 1i+im+1        li+im+4
(xi,    Xi , Xi ), i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , 2m;

(xi   , x2, x2 ),       j = 0, 1, • • • , 6« + 2;

(Oi, 02,   00).

Using methods on pages 374 and 384 of [2] it is easy to verify that all the

nonzero pure differences and all the mixed differences are symmetrically re-

peated once. Hence the design (6.1) can be obtained by developing the initial

blocks. Since the set of initial blocks gives a complete replication, the design

is resolvable.

We can now proceed to prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 5. Phere exist at least two orthognal Latin squares of order

v = 36m + 22, where m is any non-negative integer.

Proof. Let us start with the BIB design whose parameters are given by

(6.1). Take 12m + 7 new treatments 81, 82, • ■ • , 8um+i and to each block of the

ith replication add the treatment 8i. Also take a new block consisting of the

new treatments. The augmented design is now a pairwise balanced design of

index unity of the type (v;ki, k2) where v = 36m + 22, Ai = 4, k2 = 12m + 7.

Since qi-1 =N(ki) =3, q2-l = N(kf) ̂ n(12m + 7) ̂ 4, <z = min(gi, qi)=4, it
follows from Theorem 1, that there exist at least two orthogonal Latin

squares of order v = 36m+22.

Two superposed orthogonal Latin squares of order 22 constructed by this

method are exhibited in the Appendix, the capital letters corresponding to

the first square and the small letters to the second.
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We shall now show that there exist numbers » = 2 (mod 4) for which there

exist many more than two mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order 77.

Theorem 6. If s and 5 + 1 are both prime powers, then for any integer m^2.

N(sm + 1) ^ 5 - 2.

Proof. Consider the Euclidean geometry EG(t77, 5). Taking the points and

lines of this geometry as the treatments and blocks respectively, we get a

BIB design with parameters v*=sm, b* =r*sm~1, r* = l+s + • • • +sm_1,

ft* = 5, X* = l. Further the design is resolvable into r* replications correspond-

ing to the lines of the Euclidean geometry passing through a point of the

(777 —l)-flat at infinity of the projective geometry PG(tt7, 5) in which the

Euclidean geometry can be embedded. Add a new treatment 8 to the blocks

of the first replication. This is equivalent to the adjunction of a point at

infinity to the lines of a parallel pencil. The augmented design is a pairwise

balanced design of index unity and type (sm + l; s + 1, s). Since s + 1 and 5 are

both prime powers Theorem 1 gives N(sm + 1) ^s — 2.

We may note that 5 and 5 + 1 will be prime powers if (i) 5 is a Mersenne

number, (ii) s + 1 is a Fermat prime, (iii) s = 8.

Remark. If s is a Mersenne number, s2'+l = 2 (mod 4). Hence if s>3,

this provides another infinite set of values v of the form 4t+2 tor which at

least s — 2 m.o.l.s. of order v can be constructed, thus again disproving Euler's

conjecture.

Example (7). Taking 1 = 1 and s = 7, 8 or 31, we get iV(50)^5, 7V(65)^6,
iV(962)^29.

Instead of one we may add x new treatments, xSr*, one to each block

of a complete replication, and add a new block containing the new treatments.

We get a pairwise balanced design of index unity and type (sm+x; s + 1, s, x).

Hence the following:

Corollary 1. If s and s + 1 are prime powers and Kx^l+s+ • • •

+ sm~1, 777^2, N(sm+x)^min(s—l, N(x)) — 1.

Example (8). Taking s = 7, 777 = 2, x = 5, we get iV(54)^3.

If we do not insist that s and s + 1 are both prime powers in the above

theorem, then we get

Corollary 2. // s 75 a prime power, and m ^ 2, then

N(sm + 1) ^ min(s - 1, N(s + 1)) - 1,

andifl<xSl+s+ ■ ■ ■ +S™-1

N(sm + x)t min(s - 1, N(s + 1), N(x)) - 1.

Example (9). Lets = 19, 777 = 2. Then N(s + l)=N(20)^n(20)=3. Hence

7^(362)^2.
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Theorem 7. If there exist at least two orthogonal Latin squares of order

4t + 2, then there exist at least two orthogonal Latin squares of any order v which

is an odd multiple of 4t + 2.

Proof. Let vi=4t + 2, v2 = 2u + l and v = viv2. Then from Lemma 1

N(v) ^ min(N(vi), N(vf)).

Now N(vi)^2 by hypothesis, and since v2 is odd N(vf)^n(vf)>12. This

proves the theorem.

Example (10). Let 0 = 110 = 22-5. From Theorem 5, N (22)^2. Hence

N(110)^2.
The method of adjunction can obviously be applied to any resolvable

BIB designs. In particular taking the design given by parameters (5.1), we

get

Theorem 8. If s = 2m, m^3, then

iv(^+l) = min(|-l^(|+l))-L

and if 1 <xSS5 + l,

/5U-— +   \ ^ min /J_ _ j N'±. _|_ 1\ NrxA _ t

Example (11). Taking 5 = 16, x = 9, we get N(129) ^ 6, whereas w(129) = 2.

7. Certain pairwise balanced designs of index unity associated with the

finite planes PG(2, 23) and EG(2, 32), and the corresponding sets of mutually

orthogonal Latin squares. We shall now consider certain designs based on

finite geometry which take advantage of the fact that 7, 8 and 9 are three

consecutive integers which are prime powers.

Let us consider the finite projective plane PG(2,23). It has been shown in

proving part (iii) of Theorem 3, that there exists on this plane a set fi of 10

points, viz., the set of points £i, £2, • • • , £9 on a nondegenerate conic C,

and its pole £0, such that every line on the plane intersects fi in either 2

points or no points. Let fi* be a subset of fi. Then the number of points in

fi* is x gj 10. Consider the set of retained points obtained by deleting from the

plane the points of fi*. If we take the set of retained points as treatments,

and lines as blocks, then clearly each block contains either 7, 8 or 9 points.

Also any pair of retained points occurs exactly in one block. Hence we obtain

a pairwise balanced design of index unity and type (73—x; 7, 8, 9). Applying

Theorem 1, we have

Theorem 9. N(73-x)^5 if x^ 10.

Example (12). Taking x = 3 or x = 7 we find that there exist at least 5

m.o.l.s. of orders 70 or 66.
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Again consider the Euclidean plane EG(2, 32). If ax2+2hxy + by2 is ir-

reducible in GF(32), where a, b, c belong to this field, and if/, g, h are so chosen

that

A = abc + 2fgh - ap - bg2 - ch2 ̂  0

then the conic ax2 + 2hxy + by2+2gx+2fy+c = 0 is nondegenerate and does

not meet the line at infinity. If fi is the set of 10 points on this conic, then no

line meets fi in more than two points. If we take fi* to be a subset of fi, then

the set of retained points obtained by deleting the points of fi* from the

plane, provide a pairwise balanced design of the type (81— x; 7, 8, 9) where

x^lO. Hence using Theorem 1 we have

Theorem 10. iV(81 -x) ^5, if xS 10.

Example (13). Taking x = 3 or 7 we find that there exist at least 5 m.o.l.s.

of orders 78 and 74.

8. Use of group divisible designs in constructing sets of mutually orthog-

onal Latin squares. An arrangement of v objects (treatments) in b sets

(blocks) each containing ft distinct treatments is said to be a group divisible

(GD) design if the treatments can be divided into I groups of 777 treatments

each, so that any two treatments belonging to the same group occur together

in Xi blocks, and any two treatments from different groups occur together in

X2 blocks. We will denote such a design by the notation GD(n; ft, 777; Xi, X2).

The combinatorial properties of these designs have been studied in [7] where

it has been shown that

(8.1) v = lm,    bk = vr,    \i(m - 1) + \2m(l - 1) = r(k - 1),

r being the number of replications, i.e., the number of times each treatment

occurs in the design. It has also been shown that

(8.2) P = rk - Mv ̂  0,        Q = r-Xi^0.

The GD designs can be divided into three classes.

(i) Regular (R) characterized by P>0, Q>0.

(ii) Semiregular (SR) characterized by P = 0, Q>0.

(iii) Singular (S) characterized by Q = 0.

Methods of constructing these designs have been given in [8]. So far as the

construction of m.o.l.s. is concerned a special role is played by GD designs

with Xi =0, X2 = 1, which in our notation can be denoted by GD(»; ft, m; 0, 1).

If further this design is regular we shall denote it by RGD(»; ft, 777; 0, 1)

and if it is semiregular we shall denote it by SRGD(z;; ft, 777; 0, 1).

Lemma 5. Existence of a GD(»; ft, 777; 0, 1) implies the existence of pairwise

balanced design (D) of index unity and type (v; ft, 777).

If to the b blocks of the GD design, we add / new blocks corresponding to
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the groups we get a pairwise balanced design of index unity and type (v; k, m).

It follows from Theorem 1:

Theorem 11. If there exists a GD(v;k,m ;0, l),thenN(v)^m'm(N(k),N(m))

— 1. Further if the GD design is separable N(v)^min(N(k), N(m)).

Corollary. If s is a prime power N(s2 — l)^N(s — l).

Proof. Since 5 is a prime power N(s) =5—1, and we know from [8, p. 173]

that there exists a symmetric and hence separable RGD(52 — 1; s, 5—1; 0, 1).

Example (14). Taking 5 = 9, N(80)^N(8)=7, whereas w(80)=4. We

note that Parker's result is inapplicable in this case since there does not exist

a BIB design with d = 80, and k>2, X = l. Taking 5 = 32, we get A/(1023)
^£"(31) =30 whereas w(1023) =2.

Theorem 12. Supposethere exists a GY>(v; k, m; 0, 1). Then N(v — l)^q — 2

where
q - 1 = min(N(k), N(k - 1), N(m), N(m - 1)).

If further the GD design is resolvable then N(v — 1) s^q — 1.

Proof. From Lemma 5, we get a pairwise balanced design (D) of index

unity and type (v; k, m). Omitting a particular treatment say a from the

blocks in which it occurs, we get a pairwise balanced design (Df) of the type

(v — 1; k, k — l, m, m — l). Theorem 1 now gives N(v— 1) ^q — 2.

We shall now show that we can get q — 1 m.o.l.s. when the GD design is

resolvable. There are I blocks in (£), each of which contains m treatments,

viz., the blocks corresponding to the groups. Consider the corresponding set

of blocks of (Da). Since only one group contains the treatment a, this set of

blocks consists of one block dg,m-i containing m — l treatments, and a set

(S0,m) ol l—l blocks each of which contains m treatments. Since the initial

GD design is resolvable, the other blocks of (£) are divisible into r sets, such

that each set of blocks contains every treatment exactly once. From the ith

of these sets, we obtain by dropping a the corresponding set of blocks of

(Df), i= 1, 2, • • • , r. This set consists of v/k blocks, one of which S,-,*-! con-

tains k — l treatments and a set (Si,f) of (v/k) — 1 blocks each of which con-

tains k treatments.

Put q3 = N(m-l)+l and qi = N(m) + l. Yet £3 and Pic, c = l, 2, • • • ,

m — 2 be the matrices of order q3X(m — 1)(m — 2) and q%X(m — 1) respectively

of Lemma 2. Similarly let £4 and ?«, d = l, 2, • ■ • , m — l be matrices of

order qtXm(m — l) and qCXm respectively.

Let Aa he the matrix of order q X ((m — 1) (m — 2) +m(m — 1) (/— 1)) obtained

from
[P3(S„,m-i), £4(5„,ro)]

by retaining the first q rows. Defining column equivalence as in the proof

of Theorem 1 and remembering that (i) the number of submatrices £4^ is one
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greater than the number of submatrices P3c, (ii) the block 5„,m_i and the set

of blocks (Sg,m) contain between them all the 77 — 1 treatments in the design

(Da) we can write

A Ta(1)       A(2> A'"1"2'       A*lA„~ [A„  , A„  , ■ ■ ■ , Ag      , AA,

where each row of A^' contains each of the v — 1 retained treatments exactly

once (j= 1, 2, • • • , m — 2). Thus A^ possesses the property n relative to the

v — 1 retained treatments. Each row of A* contains all the v — m retained treat-

ments other than those contained in S„,m_i. Also any pair of treatments oc-

curring in the block S„,m_i or blocks (Sg,m) of (Df) occurs as a column exactly

once in any two rowed submatrix of A0.

Likewise from o^,*-! and (Sitk) we get a qX((k — l)(ft — 2) + (ft — l)(v — ft))

matrix A,-

r     (1) (2) (i-2) *, .tn
Ai <~ [Ai   , Aj   , • • • , A,      , Ai], 7 = 1, 2, • • • , r,

possessing similar properties in relation to the blocks 5i,k-i and (5,-,*).

Let A0 be a qX (v— 1) matrix whose j'th column contains the jth treatment

in (Df) in every position. It follows from the property of pairwise balance

possessed by (D), that the set of blocks 5B,m_i, 5i|4_i, • • • , cv,fc_i taken to-

gether contain each of the v — 1 retained treatments exactly once. Let

A** be a qX(m — 1) matrix each of whose rows is b'gm-1. Similarly let A** be

a qX(k — 1) matrix each of whose rows is b'ijt_1 (7 = 1, 2, • • • , r). Then

A0~ [Afl  , Ai  ,-■• ,Ar  ],

clearly

A = [A„, Ai, • • • , Ar],

has the property r2 in relation to the v— 1 treatments of (Df). It follows

from this or can be directly verified using (8.1) that A is of order qX(v—l)(v — 2).

Hence [A0, A] is an orthogonal array [(v — 1)2, q, v—1, 2] of order (v—1)2, q

constraints, v — 1 levels and strength 2.

We now note that the matrices [A*, A**] and [Af, A**], i=l, 2, • • ■ , r

have the property n, that each row contains every treatment of (Df) exactly

once. Hence by a reordering of columns, [A0, A] can be divided into (v — 1)

submatrices of order qX(v — l) such that each submatrix has the property n.

After this reordering has been made [A0, A] can be converted into an orthog-

onal array [(d—1)2, q + 1, v — 1, 2] of q + 1 constraints, by adding another row

such that the part of this row corresponding to the cth submatrix with the

property ti consists of the cth treatment repeated v—1 times. It follows that

there exist q — 1 m.o.l.s. of order v — 1. This proves the second part of Theorem

12.
In the same manner we can prove:
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Corollary. If there exists a resolvable BIB (v; k) then

N(v - 1) ^ min (N(k), N(k - 1)).

Let there exist a GY>(v; k, m; 0, 1). Then by taking a new treatment 8,

and adding it to each of the I blocks of the design (£) of Lemma 5, we get

a pairwise balanced design of index unity and type (v + 1; k, m + l). Using

Theorem 1, we have

Theorem 13. If there exists a GD(n; k, m; 0, 1) then

N(v + 1) ^ min (N(k), N(m + 1)) - 1.

Suppose the design GD(»; k, m; 0, 1) is resolvable and r is the number of

replications. We can take new treatments Oi, 82, ■ ■ ■ , 8x, xsSr, and add 8i

to each block of the ith replication. Also we take blocks corresponding to

the groups of treatments and a new block consisting of the treatments

Oi, 02, • • • , 8X when x>l. We then get a pairwise balanced design of index

unity and type (v+x; k + 1, k,m) it x = l, type (v+x; k + 1, k, m, x) it Kx<r

and type (v+x; k + 1, m, x) it x = r. Using Theorem 1, we get

Theorem 14. Suppose there exists a resolvable GD(n; k, m; 0, 1), then

N(v+x)^min(N(k + l), N(k), N(m))-1 if x = l, N(v+x)^min(N(k + l),

N(k), N(m), N(x))-1 ifl<x<rand N(v+x)^min(N(k + l), N(m), N(x))

— 1, if x = r.

Theorems 12, 13 and 14 can be applied to semiregular GD designs, which

provide a large class of resolvable GD designs. The following result is taken

from [8, p. 181].

Lemma 6. The existence of an SRGD(Zw; I, m; 0, 1) implies the existence

of an orthogonal array A = (m2,1, m, 2) of strength 2 (or equivalently the existence

of a set of I —2 m.o.l.s. of order m), and conversely.

Suppose there exists an SRGD(/m; I, m; 0, 1). Then from Lemma 6, there

exists an orthogonal array A = (m2,1, m, 2). Without loss of generality we can

take the first row of A as (ei, e2', • • • , e'm) where ei is a 1 Xw row vector each

of whose elements is i. If we now delete the first row, there remains an

orthogonal array Ai = (m2, l—l, m, 2) oi l—l constraints which can be sub-

divided into m submatrices each of order (l—l)Xm possessing the property

ri that every row of each submatrix contains the symbols 1, 2, • • • , m

exactly once. This property remains unchanged if we get A2 = (m2, h, m, 2)

by deleting some rows of Ai, h^l—1. Replace the symbol j in the ith row of

A2 by the treatment 0,-;- (i=l, 2, - ■ • , k; j=l, 2, • • • , m), and take the

columns as blocks. We then get an SRGD(/i?w; k, m; 0, 1) for which the

groups are given by the m treatments occurring in any given row. This de-

sign is resolvable, the blocks corresponding to the submatrices with the prop-
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TABLE I

v n{v) Lb. for N{v) Remarks

21 2 4 Th. 3, Ex. (1)
22* 1 2 Th. 5, m = 0
24 2 3 Th. 11, Cor. 5 = 5
39 2 3 Th. 12, Ex. (15)
50* 1 5 Th. 6, Ex. (7)
54* 1 3 Th. 6, Ex. (8)
57 2 7 Th. 2, BIB (57; 8)
58* 1 2 Th. 5, 7« = 1
65 4 6 Th. 6, Ex. (7)
66* 1 5 Th. 9, x = 7
68 3 5 Th. 9, x = 5
69 2 5 Th. 9, z = 4
70* 1 5 Th. 9, x = 3
74* 1 5 Th. 10, x = 7
75 2 5 Th. 10, x = 6
76 3 5 Th. 10, x = 5
78* 1 5 Th. 10, x = 3
80 4 7 Th. 11, Cor. 5 = 9
82* 1 3 Th. 14, Ex. (17)
84 2 5 SRGD (77; 7, 11; 0, 1), Th. 14, * = 7
85 4 5 SRGD (77; 7, 11; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = 8
86* 1 5 Th. 14, Ex. (17)
92 3 5 SRGD (91; 7, 13; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = l
94* 1 2 Th. 5, m = 2
95 4 5 SRGD (88; 8, 11; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = 7
96 2 6 SRGD (88; 8, 11; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = 8
98* 1 5 SRGD (91; 7, 13; 0, 1), Th. 14, * = 7

100 3 5 SRGD (91; 7, 13; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = 9

102* 1 5 SRGD (91; 7, 13; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = ll
105 2 6 SRGD (104; 8, 13; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = l
110* 1 2 Th. 7, Ex. (10)
111 2 5 SRGD (104; 8, 13; 0, 1), Th. 14, * = 7
115 4 6 SRGD (104; 8, 13; 0, 1), Th. 14, * = 11
120 2 7 Th. 3, pt. (iii), 5 = 16
123 2 5 SRGD (112; 7, 16; 0, 1), Th. 14, * = 11
126* 1 5 SRGD (119; 7, 17; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = 7
129 2 6 Th. 8, Ex. (11)
130* 1 5 SRGD (119; 7, 17; 0, 1), Th. 14, s = ll
132 2 5 SRGD (119; 7, 17; 0, 1), Th. 14, * = 13
134* 1 5 SRGD (133; 7, 19; 0, 1), Th. 14, * = 1
135 4 6 Th. 12, Ex. (IS)
138* 1 3 SRGD (133; 7, 19; 0, 1), Th. 14, * = 5
140 3 5 SRGD (133; 7, 19; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = 7
141 2 6 SRGD (128; 8, 16; 0, 1), Th. 14, jc = 13
142* 1 5 SRGD (133; 7, 19; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = 9
145 4 7 Th. 13, Ex. (16)
146* 1 5 SRGD (133; 7, 19; 0, 1), Th. 14, s = 13
147 2 6 SRGD (136; 8, 17; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = ll
150* 1 5 SRGD (133; 7, 19; 0, 1), Th. 14, x = 17
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erty n give a complete replication. Clearly r = m for this design. We thus have

Lemma 7. The existence of an SRGD(/?77; l,m;0, 1) implies the existence of a

resolvable SRGD(/i77?; k, m; 0, 1), and an orthogonal array A2 = (m2, k, m, 2)

divisible into submatrices with property Ti, for any k <l.

Corollary. There exists a resolvable SRGD (km; k, m; 0,1) if kS N(m) +1.

Proof. Let I = N(m) +2. Then there exists an orthogonal array (m2,1, m, 2).

From Lemma 6, there exists an SRGD(/777; I, m; 0, 1). The required result

now follows from Lemma 7.

Example (15). From SRGD(40; 5, 8; 0, 1) which is resolvable, using

Theorem 12, we get iV(39) ^ 3, whereas 77(39) = 2. Similarly from

SRGD(136; 8, 17; 0, 1) we get ^(135)^6, whereas 77(135) =4.
Example (16). From SRGD(144; 9, 16; 0, 1) and Theorem 13, we get

7V(145) ̂ 7, whereas 77(145) =4.

Example (17). From SRGD(77; 7, 11; 0, 1) and Theorem 14 with x = 5
and 9 respectively, we get iV(82)^3, iV(86)^5, whereas 77(82) =77(86) = 1.

9. Table of lower bounds of N(v) for v S150. We provide below a table of

lower bounds (l.b.) of N(v) lor those values of vS 150, where the lower bound

exceeds n(v). In the last column under remarks we indicate how the cor-

responding lower bound was obtained. The numbers for which v = 2 (mod 4)

are starred.

10. Concluding remarks. We are conscious of the fact that the table given

in the last section may be incomplete. There may be other values of v for

which N(v)>n(v), as the pairwise balanced designs of index unity have not

been exhaustively studied. Indeed they were improvised for the purposes

of the present paper, though we hope that they may be useful in other com-

binatorial problems. Only a lower bound for N(v) has been given and it may

be possible to improve it in many cases.

Many new interesting problems arise as a result of the present work. A

positive integer n may be called an Eulerian number if there do not exist

more than one orthogonal Latin square of order 77. The density and distribu-

tion of Eulerian numbers is a question of great interest. The table of the last

section shows that there exists a run of 24 consecutive non-Eulerian numbers

from 63 to 86. We shall show in a later communication by extending the

methods of §7, that there exist arbitrarily large runs of consecutive non-

Eulerian numbers. In other words there exist arbitrarily large gaps between

consecutive Eulerian numbers.

It may also be observed that analogous methods for constructing orthog-

onal arrays of strength two and index X can be made to depend on pairwise

balanced designs of index X, which are defined as in §3, except that every pair

of distinct treatments occurs in X different blocks. It is hoped to consider

these and allied problems in a subsequent communication.
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